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Red Hat CEO Says Acquisition by IBM Will Help Spur More Open-Source Innovation [3]

International Business Machines Corp.?s recent acquisition of Red Hat Inc. is aimed squarely
at building up its cloud business?in part by making it easier for IBM customers to use
competing cloud services.
Red Hat?s open-source software enables chief information officers and other enterprise IT
managers to run applications both within their own data centers and across a range of thirdparty providers, from IBM?s own cloud to Amazon.com Inc. ?s AWS, Microsoft Corp ?s
Azure, or any other tech company that rents computer software and systems to businesses
online.

Best Practices in Deploying SUSE CaaS Platform [4]

SUSE CaaS Platform is an enterprise class container management solution that enables IT and
DevOps professionals to more easily deploy, manage, and scale container-based applications
and services. It includes Kubernetes to automate lifecycle management of modern
applications, and surrounding technologies that enrich Kubernetes and make the platform itself
easy to operate.

Storj Opens Its Decentralized Storage Service Project to Beta [5]

Storj Labs has released the beta of its open source namesake decentralized cloud object
storage software alongside opening up beta access to its own implementation of that software
with its decentralized cloud storage service Tardigrade. In an interview with The New Stack,
Storj Labs Executive Chairman and Interim CEO Ben Golub explained that Storj follows in
the footsteps of other household name tech companies that allow its members to profit by
?sharing? their resources ? in this case, their spare storage space.
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